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A Note From the President 

 

There is a line in Shakespeare's Hamlet which pretty well tells the story of our own situation 
as we move into 2022. He wrote, “All things do inform against us.” Your Historical Society is 
brimming with energy and plans to bring great programs to you but circumstances beyond our 
control continue to tie our hands. But unlike young Hamlet, who could not find a way to reach 
his goal, your Historical Society is finding new and interesting directions.  
 
On our YouTube channel we have posted several presentations and documentaries to entertain 
and inform, even while we are housebound due to COVID or the cold and ice.  Relax with 
your coffee and biscuits and let us entertain you. Also, the amazing series, Road Trips in 
Hastings County – all 25 videos – are there waiting for you to tune in and travel the roads of 
our County. Learn about the towns and villages and the pioneers and the heroes so near to us. 
These are located on the YouTube channel of YourTV. 
 
Mark your calendar now for our next live Public Presentation by Zoom on February 23 
(Wednesday) at 3 p.m. An informative poster will be issued shortly with details. Our guest 
speaker, Barry Wilson, has written an excellent new book on Belleville's own Sir Mackenzie 
Bowell. You will be amazed at the achievements of this gentleman rising from a clerk at The 
Intelligencer to owner of the newspaper, then to senior Minister and Senator and ultimately 
Prime Minister of Canada.   
 
We are always interested in hearing from you. Your thoughts, ideas, even complaints, are all 
welcome. Just send a note to president@hastingshistory.ca. Also, as this is membership time, 
we encourage you to show your support for the work of the Historical Society through an 
annual membership. The form is available on our website – along with a lot of great 
information – at www.hastingshistory.ca. 
 
Take care, keep safe and we will do all we can to keep you informed and entertained during 
this difficult time. 
                                                                                                              Richard Hughes  
 

mailto:president@hastingshistory.ca
http://www.hastingshistory.ca/


 

 

Going Around the Circle 
 

by Orland French 
 

In terms of road construction, Toronto is still running 
circles around Belleville. When Premier Doug Ford 
recently re-announced plans to build Highway 413 
west of Metro, he was maintaining the good old 
York-centric road-building policy of Upper Canada. 
 
The new six-lane expressway will run eastward from 
the intersection of Highways 401 and 407, arcing 
northeast around Brampton across the upper end of 
Highway 410, and terminating at Highway 400 near 
Vaughan. No doubt, in time it will continue eastward 
to complete a  new  ring-road  around  the  sprawling  

 
 

Let's go back a couple of centuries. The first super-
trail ordered in 1799 by the Upper Canada 
government was a rough roadway that connected 
York (now Toronto) along the north shore of Lake 
Ontario to Trenton, a distance of about 100 miles in 
pre-metric language. Belleville wasn't even on the 
route! At Trenton, the road cut across Prince Edward 
County, more or less following what is now 
Highway 33. It went through Picton and terminated 
at Stone Mills (now Glenora), where a ferry crossing 
linked up with an extension of the Bath road from 
Kingston. This is still true today. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This roadway was known as the Danforth Road, 
named after the American road contractor Asa 
Danforth Jr. His name is commemorated in Danforth 
Avenue and Danforth Road in Toronto, and you can 
find remnants of little byways named Danforth Road 
in Grafton and in Prince Edward County (east of 
Hillier near Niles Corners and Cold Creek 

Vineyards). Unfortunately, the Danforth Road was 
poorly laid out and constructed, deemed by the 
government as substandard, and was abandoned in 
favor of a new Kingston Road within a few years. 
Danforth was to be paid $90 a mile, but he never 
received  full  payment  and  returned  to  the  United  

 
 

Mr. Ford's Freeway (a.k.a. the GTA West Corridor) 
is likely to cost billions of dollars. At least six or 
more. No contractor is likely to return home broken 
and unhappy. The Ford government says the project 
will generate an average of 3,500 jobs each year of 
construction. At the moment, the government says, 
traffic congestion in the Greater Toronto Area costs 
the economy $11 billion a year. The goal of this 
multi-billion-dollar highway is to save 30 minutes of 
driving time instead of following the current 
Highway 401-400 route. Asa Danforth could have 
saved 30  minutes almost  anywhere by  rooting out a  

 
 

The purpose of both highways, Danforth Road and 
Ford's Freeway, was to meet the demands of 
sprawling growth. Ontario expects the population of 
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) area to grow 
by a million people every five years, reaching 15 
million by 2051. The Danforth Road was intended to 
link the capital of Upper Canada, York, with the 
burgeoning population centre in and around Prince 
Edward County, where hordes of American Loyalist 
refugees were settling farms and small towns and 
villages. 
 
And where was Belleville in all of this? When Asa 
Danforth was hacking his way through the trees on 
his way to Trenton, Belleville was a small 
community at the mouth of Meyers Creek (Moira 
River). Like other points ignored by the Danforth 
Road, Belleville wanted a more direct link to York. 
When the Kingston Road postal route opened in 
1817, Meyers Creek joined Napanee, Odessa and 
other communities on the main route linking 
Kingston and York. The Creek grew up to become 
Belleville when it was renamed in 1816. Until the 
1960s, the main east-west road from Toronto to 
Montreal ran through Belleville as Highway 2. It 
crossed the Moira River at Bridge Street and jogged 
south down to Dundas Street. All traffic had to 
follow this route. Highway 2 has since become a 
local highway, replaced by the four-lane Macdonald-
Cartier Freeway (401) which bypasses the city on its 
northern extremity. 
 

Asa Danforth Jr., 
contractor for the 
Danforth Road in 
1799  

Toronto metropolis. 

States a broken and unhappy man. 

few more stumps and rocks. 
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Prince Edward County continues to slumber in the 
shade of York. The population of PEC today is still 
only about 25,000, roughly what it was in the census 
of 1861. This is swelled in the summer by thousands 
of Yorkvillians looking for a sunny spot on the 
sandbanks. The population of York today, known as 
the sprawling Greater Toronto Area, is 6.25 million. 
In 1826, it was around 1,700. 
 
The County isn't in line for a six-lane expressway, 
but justification has been found for a second span 
over the Bay of Quinte beside the Norris Whitney 
Bridge. It will funnel traffic from York to the 
vineyards and the sandbanks south of Meyers Creek 
at more than, let us guess, $90 a mile.  
 
 

Revenuers Smashing  
Stills . . . in Belleville! 

 

by Richard Hughes 
 

One hundred years ago, Ontarians were entering the 
1920s with the veterans of the First World War 
getting settled back home. The era of the Roaring 
Twenties was dawning with life under the Ontario 
Temperance Act severely restricting the sale of 
alcoholic beverages. Prohibition was in full force in 
our province. But the working man’s thirst would not 
be settled with the available fizzy drinks and in the 
void, many thousands obtained doctors’ prescriptions 
for whiskey—for medical reasons—or they did their 
business with the proliferation of bootleggers.  
 
An enterprising trio of gentlemen, described in the 
newspaper as Serbians, saw opportunity for immense 
profit in the distilling industry and rented a house on 
Albert Street to pursue that goal. The basement of the 
house was partly excavated to accommodate the 
latest distilling equipment. To hide its operation, the 
pipe from the still led to the kitchen stove above and 
thence to the chimney. In full operation, the still was 
capable of producing about ten gallons per day.   
 
But on Wednesday, January 18, 1922, a raiding party 
descended on the Albert Street house—local Inland 
Revenue officers and three peace officers—and after 
an extensive search of the property found a trapdoor 
concealed under an oil cloth leading to the basement. 
There they nailed two of the offenders in full 
distilling operation. No tommy guns, no Al Capone 
gang, just three men described in the newspaper as 
hard at work.  

The distillery at that point had 150 gallons of malted 
rye mash filling two 40-gallon barrels and two more 
half full. Samples were taken for the prosecution and 
the rest was immediately destroyed. There were also 
15 gallons of finished product taken into charge.  
 
The whole plant was loaded onto a large truck—
barrels, boiler, worm, beer, mash and other 
equipment, and, of course, the samples—and 
transported to the police station. The three Serbs were 
duly charged under Section 180 of the Inland 
Revenue Act and held over for trial.  
 
In their first court appearance, the Magistrate 
received an admission of guilt from Thomas Pinchoff, 
the renter of the house, while his companions, Chris 
Maranoff and Stanley George, denied involvement, 
being just boarders. The Crown argued that the trio, 
even the boarders, were fully liable and the Court 
agreed. The case was carried over for a week and 
when it resumed, Pinchoff was found guilty of 
manufacturing liquor contrary to the Inland Revenue 
Act and the other two were guilty of assisting.  
 
Belleville police inspector Naphin also charged 
Pinchoff under the Ontario Temperance Act, and 
police chief Kidd laid similar charges against 
Maranoff and George. However, the defence, Mr. 
W.C. Mikel, argued that this was a case of res 
judicata. The original charges were under the 
Revenue Act; however, you cannot twice be subject 
to law on the same circumstances and the Court 
agreed. These charges were dropped. Also, the 
defence launched an appeal for the two boarders to 
the High Court.  Regrettably, the newspapers did not 
provide details of the fines or imprisonment of the 
three, nor the results of the appeal.  
 
It is noteworthy that in just two days in January 1922 
the very active authorities made 13 arrests under the 
Ontario Temperance Act.  Four persons were fined 
$100 for drinking in public. Others were charged and 
similarly fined for producing or selling liquor. The 
$100 fine in 1922 would be about $1650 in today’s 
terms—a rather hefty fine.  
 
It was only in 1927 that the Ontario Temperance Act 
was replaced by the Liquor Control Act which 
established the L.C.B.O. and ended Prohibition. 
However, it was only in 1934 that drinking in a 
public establishment was legalized.  
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the Free State and Irish Republican elements of the 
new Irish state. 
 
There was also civil unrest in British India. The 
Indian populace, led by Mahatma Gandhi, was 
creating “a volatile situation across the sub-continent” 
with the spread of the Gandhi-inspired  “non-
cooperation” movement whose aim was to encourage 
the British to quit India. 
 
In the British mandate of Palestine an influx of 
extremist Jewish Zionist settlers was threatening to 
upset the religious balance in the Holy Land. The 
British administration feared that what had been a 
peaceable territory could turn into “a second Ireland.” 
Russia was in the grip of a widespread famine. A 

 

It’s Reading Time Again 
 

by Michelle Hutchison 
 

Through a series of events, David and Anna Leveridge, along with their 
seven children, came to Canada in the 1860s. Life had been comfortable in 
England, but Anna adapted quickly to her life as a pioneer woman. From the 
time that she arrived in Canada until her mother’s death, Anna wrote letters 
home. These letters chronicle life in the North of Hastings County where 
they had settled near the village of Coe Hill. Gradually, as the family 
became more prosperous, the letters are witness to Anna’s fortitude. 
Prepared and narrated by grandson Louis Tivy, Anna’s letters are 
determinedly positive and reflect her deep faith in God as she signed herself 
“Your Loving Anna.” 
 
113 pages  $18.00 

Of the history of the south of Hastings County, written stories abound. Much 
has been written of the legends and lore. But what of the “back north” 
country? In an easy storytelling manner, Bob Lyons reveals a treasure-trove of 
some little-known history. He tells unique stories that may surprise even the 
old-timers among us. Grab a copy of Touring the Past, jump in the car and 
take a drive. Of ghost towns and gold rushes, mining and logging, there are 
tales for all. 
 
177 pages  $20.00 

The coldest weather of the winter is upon us. We are in the throes of another wave of COVID. If we 
are hunkering down and staying warm, what better time to find a good book and wrap up in a blanket 
to read? We offer these suggestions for your pleasure. 

These fine books, along with many others, can be found in the Hastings County Historical Society 
bookstore at the Community Archives on the second floor of the Belleville Public Library.  

 

The News 100 Years Ago  
from The Intelligencer 

 

by John Lowry 
 

Grabbing the headlines in February 1922 was the 
turmoil in Ireland. The ink was just dry on the Anglo-
Irish Treaty which created the Irish Free State but 
there was civil unrest throughout the island as the 
British slowly relinquished control. There was 
violence in the north where the killing and 
kidnapping of some special constables by members 
of the Irish Republican Army at Clones had Ulster on 
edge. The newspaper stated that “civil war was a real 
possibility” between the north and south and between 
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famine relief organization claimed that “millions of 
people are being kept alive by eating bread made of 
clay and straw.” 
 
Closer to home, a delegation of local dairymen had 
traveled to Toronto to raise their concerns over the 
proposed New Dairy Standards Act which, they 
claimed, would make many local cheese factories 
unprofitable. 
 
The Provincial Government announced it was 
considering the formation of a high school for the 
deaf in connection with the present school for the 
deaf in Belleville. 
 
Belleville’s Public Works Committee gave approval 
for a probe into the question of whether the sewers 
on the west side of town were well built, and a 
special meeting of council was held to consider 
paving Station Street. 
 
A group called the Lord’s Day Alliance was 
concerned with the opening of theatres, along with 
ice cream stores, candy shops etc. in Quebec and felt 
this was “exerting a sinister influence on the 
populace.” 
 
The ice harvest being gathered in the Bay was well 
underway but the icemen were finding a scarcity of 
sawdust with which to pack and insulate the blocks 
of ice. 
 
A meeting was to be held at the YMCA to keep alive 
interest in the prohibition of alcoholic beverages 
while expressing a desire to form a prohibition 
association for the City of Belleville and the County 
of Hastings. 
 
The congregation of Victoria Avenue Baptist Church 
held a celebration to mark the paying off of their 
$13,000 mortgage and topped off the event by 
ceremoniously burning the mortgage papers. 
 
An advertisement introduced the new Moffat electric 
range which it claimed was safe and economical, fast 
to heat and easy to clean. Ritchie’s was offering the 
famous “Billie Burke” dress for house, porch or 
camp wear costing from $3.50 to $8.50. McIntosh 
Brothers had boudoir caps for sale at the cut-rate 
price of 98 cents, down from their regular cost of $3. 
And Sinclair’s ad stated they were giving away a 
doll’s corset for each adult corset sold and 
confidently claimed that “every little girl will want 
these corsets for her dolly.” 

In the local sports, it was proudly announced that the 
Belleville High School hockey team defeated the 
Peterboro Collegiate team 4-0 to advance to the 
Interscholastic hockey final series to be held in 
Oshawa. And for those looking for some light 
entertainment, the Griffin Theatre was featuring 
America’s leading Irish singer Walter Scanlan in a 
new comedy with song entitled “Irish Eyes.” 
 
On the lighter side, it was reported that the bear 
mascot of Queen’s University is refusing to 
hibernate. The bear, kept in one of the buildings of 
the Science Dept., is fed regularly and “seems to be 
enjoying life.” The local Humane Society inspected 
the bear and stated “that it was better cared for than 
most children.” 
 
The want ads carried a request for “a single man to 
work on farm, by the year, beginning on March 1st” It 
stated the applicant “must be a good milker” and the 
wages would be based on his experience and ability. 
And in Yonkers, New York, a man was arrested for 
renting out firearms and ammunition to prospective 
burglars and holdup men. 
 
The Intelligencer at the time also carried some 
interesting features. The paper regularly carried a 
section devoted to women’s issues entitled “Every 
Woman’s Realm” as well as a section dedicated to 
youth called “The Junior Ontario” featuring 
adventure stories, cartoons and creative project ideas. 
 

 

The Circus Is Coming to 
Belleville 

 

by Richard Hughes 
 

The great, traditional traveling circuses, under 
massive tents, filled with daring performers, wild 
animals and colourful clowns are no more. The most 
famous, Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey 
Circus closed in 2017.  A combination of declining 
attendance, pressure from animal rights groups and 
the high costs closed this great chapter of 
entertainment. But way back in June 1907, thousands 
from Belleville and across the whole Quinte district 
crowded into the city, filled with anticipation and 
excitement, to see a giant circus parade that was sure 
to amaze the adults and thrilled the children.  
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The colourful pageant began, heading down Front 
Street, with a group of tournament knights, followed 
by trumpeters and heralds and then the first of five 
bands. The noise and excitement brought a group of 
chariots with twelve fine horses leading brightly 
painted red, green and gold wagons carrying jungle 
and desert animals, to the utter amazement of the 
crowds. There followed a group of splendidly 
gowned ladies, then more animal wagons and a 
resplendent group of equestrians brightly dressed in 
the costumes of the court of Louis XIV's France.   

The crowd was in awe as a herd of 20 elephants trod 

by, followed by a herd of camels. Next was a series 
of barred cages with tigers and polar bears. There 
was also a whopper of a hippopotamus, wallowing in 
water. Observers young and old were thrilled beyond 
words to see these animals, which had only been 
pictures in books before this day. The clown band 
added colour and excitement throughout the parade.  
Crowds thronged to the afternoon performance to 
see, as the newspaper described, “the arenic tents, 
circus rings, stages and hippodrome oval devoted to 
acrobatic and equestrian performances, graceful 
aerial acts and marvelous feats of daring.” The 
greatest feature was declared to be the “regiment of 

Elephants (above) and camels (below) pulling wagons eastbound on Bridge Street East at William Street during a circus 

parade in Belleville circa 1910 

CABHC     
HC04031  

CABHC    
HC04030     



 

clowns” which created no end of “wholesome fun.”    
 
Life 115 years ago was certainly difficult and 
demanding, without the labour-saving devices and 
incredible electronics of today, but one has to wonder, 
with events such as circus day no longer available, if 
we have not also lost something! 
 
Bringing up the rear was the City's contribution 
comprising the “Fighting the Flames” brigade in their 
“natty red uniforms” with four steam fire engines, 
hook and ladder trucks, hose carts, even a lifesaving 
tower and an ambulance. All of this came together in 
the afternoon with breathtaking acrobatic and 
equestrian performances, aerial acts and feats of 
daring, all enlivened by the regiment of busy clowns.  
A spectacular day which would live on with the 
people of Quinte for the rest of their lives.  
 
 
 

Vaccination Alert . . . from 
1908 

 

by Richard Hughes 
 

When the dictionary people make a list of the most 
commonly used words in 2021 (and likely 2022), high 
on the list will be “vaccination.”  And this was also 
the case on many occasions in the past. In December 
1908, the Medical Health Officer, Dr. H.A. Yeomans, 
MD, and the Chairman of the Board of Health, Arthur 
McGie, issued an urgent alert to the people of 
Belleville and area under the heading 
“VACCINATION.” It read: 

 “Smallpox is now prevalent in this section of the 
province. In the recent smallpox epidemic in 
Belleville not a case of the disease developed in a 
person who had been successfully vaccinated within 
the previous five years. To avoid the expense and 
inconvenience of another smallpox epidemic in the 
city, the Board of Health urge upon the citizens the 
necessity of a general vaccination.  

“Citizens may arrange with their own physician for 
vaccination or adults and children may attend at any 
of the times and places following for free vaccinations 
under direction of the Medical Health Officer.” The 
notice then lists locations and times. 

In making this urgent appeal, the medical authorities 
no doubt were very much aware of the smallpox 
epidemic in the Tweed area in 1884 which claimed at 
least 45 lives. And the disease kept re-appearing 

around Ontario.  

It was only 10 years later, in 1918, that the even 
more deadly Spanish flu arrived here and returned in 
the spring of 1919 and 1920, claiming a total of 
about 350 lives locally.   

Just as these pandemics and epidemics were 
ultimately conquered, largely through vaccination, 
so also will COVID-19.  

 
 

Grandma's Home 
Remedies 

by Richard Hughes 
 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, it is not surprising 
that many people are talking about health, well-being 
and safety. Broadly speaking, we have far less fear 
of sickness than our grandparents did because there 
are now treatments for almost all diseases. But what 
we often forget is that the treatments that we take for 
granted today are actually quite recent medical 
discoveries. Those who came before us lived in fear 
of sickness and often relied on age-old home 
remedies and the miracle cure pills offered in 
newspaper ads which filled the newspapers’ pages in 
the late 1800s and early 1900s.  
 
Before 1921, diabetes was a death sentence; the 
discovery of insulin, with Belleville-born Dr. James 
Collip on the team, rendered diabetes a treatable 
disease. Antibiotics, for the treatment of numerous 
bacterial infections like pneumonia and diarrhoea, 
were first discovered only in 1928 and put into broad 
use only in the 1930s and 1940s. Previously, those 
two infections were the number one cause of death 
in the developed world. And polio, a viral disease, 
raged across Canada through the 1900s, and in 1953 
there were 9000 cases and 494 deaths.  In 1954, Dr. 
Jonas Salk developed a vaccine which has almost 
eradicated this terrible disease. It was only in the 
1970s that smallpox was finally eradicated following 
programs of massive vaccination. (There was a 
smallpox epidemic in the Tweed area in 1884.) And 
there are so many more medical developments even 
more recent, particularly in the treatment of cancer 
and heart disease. And, of course, our pharmacy 
shelves are loaded with modern pain treatments.  
 
If you were living in an earlier time, where both men 
and women laboured long hours on farms, in 
factories and in the home, how would you deal with 
the pain, fatigue and physical deterioration from 
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years of heavy work? You might start with Dr. 
Hope’s Tiny Tablets for Tired Nerves which would 
make you feel perfectly well and claimed in their ads 
to be better than a trip to Europe! Another ad claims 
that winter is difficult for delicate people: colds, 
grippe, pneumonia. The best tonic is to be found in 
Dr. Williams Pink Pills for Pale People. Thomas 
Beecham asks if you feel old age creeping over you. 
The answer, Beecham’s Pills to renew life force. 
 
Here is a sure winner – Wilson’s Invalids Port. Yes, 
according to doctors, this port wine is the best 
prescription in cases of debility or convalescence. A 
person who might disagree is the woman who wrote 
a letter saying that she had cured her husband of his 
liquor habit.  He had been coming home “very much 
intoxicated and his week’s salary nearly all spent.” 
The answer she found was Samaria Prescription 
pills, secretly put into his coffee for a few days and 
he lost all appetite for liquor. Now she has “an 
attentive, loving husband” and a “happy home.” 
While speaking of women, Dr. Pierce notes that 
“many women suffer from weakness and diseases of 
the distinctly feminine organisms and are unfit for 
motherhood.” His pill prescription vitalizes the 
feminine organs and ensures a healthy and robust 
baby.   
 
Those nervous, lifeless and debilitated men are not 
overlooked. If you are a failure in life, Dr. Kennedy’s 
Pills can return your manhood. Who could be more 
trustworthy than Father Morrisey whose company 
offers his No. 10 Lung Tonic guaranteed to cure 
coughs, colds, bronchitis and mild consumption. 
And, for all suffering with kidney and bladder 
disease and back pain, a shoe manufacturer in 
Dundas, Ontario recommends Electine Kidney Beans 
as the cure. A few boxes of these beans and your 
systems will operate smoothly. And, finally, an old 
favourite, often mentioned in the early cowboy 
movies, sarsaparilla will cure all diseases arising 
from impure blood. One bottle will reinvigorate the 
whole system, and it is available at Dowling Druggist 
on Front Street.   
 
While we may smile at the sometimes overstated 
claims of these newspaper ads, it is quite possible 
that these old-fashioned remedies and others that 
grandma had learned from her mother, actually 
brought relief to many tired and overworked folks a 
century ago. And one has to wonder if the current 
advertising we see on television for creams and pills 
is not a parallel in some ways to that of a hundred 
and more years ago.  
 

tel:613-967-3304
mailto:president@hastingshistory.ca

